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privacy for everyone. copra fails to provide for the civil rights of
individuals. although it guarantees everyone the right to privacy, it only
protects the right of individuals to seek enforcement of that privacy right
before a court. it does not guarantee that anyone has the right to enforce

the law in any other way. for example, copra protects the privacy of
employees and contractors, but it does not guarantee that any individual
has the right to be free from discrimination based on a covered entity s

practices. similarly, copra protects the right of an individual to be free from
discrimination based on their political affiliation, but does not guarantee
that the individual has the right to work for a political party, or to obtain

any political jobs. further, in a post-9/11 world, copra does not even
guarantee the right of every individual to be protected from discrimination

based on race, ethnicity, religion, or national origin. copra only provides
that the government cannot discriminate against individuals because of
their race, ethnicity, religion, or national origin. but, in an increasingly

globalized economy, the government can discriminate against individuals
because of their race, ethnicity, religion, or national origin. copra also fails

to provide the right of every individual to participate in the political
process. copra only provides that government cannot discriminate against

individuals because of their political affiliation. but copra does not
guarantee that a particular political party can discriminate against

individuals because of their political affiliation. it only guarantees that the
government cannot discriminate against individuals because of their

political affiliation. it does not even guarantee that the government cannot
use the name of a political party in an election law, or discriminate against

individuals because of the names of other political parties.
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privacy shield compliance. copra, in section 107(a), requires covered
entities to enter into binding agreements with the eu to protect personal
data transferred to the eu. copra, in section 107(b), provides that if an

agreement is made, the covered entity must comply with the
transparency, security, and enforcement requirements of the agreement.

we recommend that copra require the agreement to be in place before the
covered entity can process data for the purpose of transmitting it to the
eu. this would provide the ftc with the ability to monitor compliance. we

suggest a related change in copra. section 110(c) of copra allows a
covered entity to comply with the eu-us privacy shield as a separate and

additional condition to compliance with copra. we suggest that copra allow
a covered entity to comply with the privacy shield only if the covered

entity is also in compliance with copra. this would permit the ftc to check
compliance with the privacy shield as part of its enforcement of copra.

mandatory data minimization. copra requires a covered entity to establish
a data minimization program. copra, in section 104, describes data
minimization as a process of reviewing and deciding what data is

appropriate to keep, and for how long. the ftc needs guidance on the
application of data minimization. in this regard, we recommend a change
in section 105 of copra. section 105 currently provides that the ftc shall

provide a “data minimization manual.” we suggest that the ftc do so, but
instead that the ftc do so in conjunction with the agencies that the ftc

deems appropriate, such as the federal trade commission, the department
of health and human services, the department of defense, and the national

security agency. this would result in the ftc writing a “data minimization
manual” that would be a template for data minimization across the various

departments. 5ec8ef588b
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